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CIP scales smaller than the acoustic horizon at decoupling (L & 100), the e↵ects of the CIP modulation are
suppressed [21], and so we only include CIP multipoles
at scales larger than the acoustic horizon. Writing the
Fourier transform of the CIP field as
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Although the radiation and total matter perturbations
are initially purely adiabatic, isocurvature fluctuations
can be generated by pressure gradients in the baryon
fluid. Additionally, until these pressure gradients are significant the CIP modes do not evolve in time. As pointed
lensing potential power spectrum
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k & 200 Mpc 1 . Thus on larger scales, CIP modes do not
evolve in time and can be treated as a function of posiand we can compute the CIP variance over some lengthtion only. On scales larger than the baryon sound horizon
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We find that an optimal estimator for the
statistics of these modulating fields for CMB
S4 will have a sensitivity that is an order of
magnitude better than Planck:
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There are several theories that predict a
Any modulation produces a smoothing of the
modulation of the primordial temperature and
CMB power spectra as well as contributions to
polarization fluctuations of the cosmic
the CMB trispectrum. Below we show the
microwave background (CMB).
These
smoothing of the power spectrum due to a
modulations both smooth the CMB power
spatial variation of the fine-structure constant.
spectra as well as contribute to higher-order
statistics (such as the trispectrum) and may
explain the anomalous smoothing of the CMB
power spectra. We have explored two theories
which produce such a modulation: the
curvaton
scenario,
which
predicts
compensated isocurvature perturbations (CIPs
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dynamical
fine-structure
constant Additionally, the modulation of ⇢b leads to a spatial
where
variation in the visibility function at decoupling. For
(1808.07486).
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The modulation is computed by expanding
the CMB anisotropies in a power series of the
modulating field:
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There is a similar expression for the E and B
mode polarization.
The power series expansion is known as the
‘separate universe’ approximation. It is
approximate because it does not account for
the dynamical effects of the modulation.
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improve the

Using a toy model with full dynamics for both
CIPs and a dynamical fine-structure constant
we find that this approximation only holds for
scales larger than the sound horizon at
decoupling. A more complete treatment of
these modulations may provide additional
sensitivity.

